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INTRODUCTION

During the COVID-19 crisis, the customer behavior 

and the way of interaction with the producers and retail 

are changed, impacting the traditional demand mana-

gement and go-to-market approach. This new way will 

be more emphasized in the so-called next normal pha-

se.  The new habits, preferences and needs affect how, 

where and with which products or services the com-

panies will serve the consumers in B2C and how they 

must interact with its own customers in B2B.

These rapid shifts have important implications for any 

company. Considering many of the longer-term chan-

ges are still being formed, companies have an opportu-

nity to help shape the next normal.  Despite all the chal-

lenges, a lot of surveys realized by the major consulting 

firms and think-thank around the world show that many 

believe the world competitiveness gap can be closed in 

a post-pandemic world. This may depend on how well 

companies are able to weigh the risks, translate hope 

into bold action, and outmaneuver the uncertainty that 

everyone has felt in the first half of 2020. The goal of 

this document is to analyze how the expectations are 

changed, how and what the companies need to do to 

face this floating and dynamic demand in the next nor-

mal across the world. 

The document is organized as follows. The first section 

describes the context and how the demand has been 

affected by the global pandemic. Brief considerations 

regarding the “bullwhip effect” clarify the direct linka-

ge between the changes in consumers’ behavior and, 

consequently, in their demand, and related impact in 

the whole value chain. The second section suggests 

solutions for companies facing challenges and oppor-

tunities in the next normal, considering both the supply 

chain and the new go-to-market models as responses 

for floating demand management. Finally, the third 

section presents the conclusion.

CONTEXT

DEMAND IS UNCERTAIN 

AND CONSUMERS’ BEHAVIOR HAS CHANGED 

During the months of lockdown and self-isolation, we 

have been writing a new future. This future is uncer-

tain; demand has proven to fluctuate in an unpredi-

ctable way, showing all the limits of the companies in 

adapting to uncertain environments. This uncertainty 

has been evident in supply chain: at each upstream link 

in the supply chain, orders were amplified, as buyers at-

tempted to re-stock shelves. This is due to the fact that 

the amplitude of demand fluctuations increases as the 

distance from the origin increases, this is the bullwhip 

effect. In fact, in a bullwhip, a small movement with 

the hand produces a significantly greater movement at 

the tail of the whip. The bullwhip effect, to a greater or 

lesser extent, is likely to be a feature of the post-coro-

navirus next normal (see Figure 1). For consumers and 

businesses within consumer-based supply chains, ‘just 

in case’ is likely to replace ‘just in time’.

Figure 1: The bullwhip effect. (Source: DHL)1  

In this context, the role of supply chain is crucial, and 

companies should consider to improve the whole sup-

ply chain. Demand management will need to become 

more flexible and reliable and to shift in response to 

changing impact across the supply ecosystem and rela-

ted production allocation. Ensuring resiliency now for 

success in the future means that companies need to 

prepare overall value chain networks (demand, supply 

and production) to balance reliability with respon-
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siveness. For this reason, future investments will be to 

build agility for volatile environments and to support 

digital capabilities.

In addition, companies should consider that custom-

er’s behavior will continue to change. Particularly, du-

ring lockdown for COVID-19 reasons, customers have 

increased their use of digital channel for the overall 

“journey “. What was expected to happen in three years, 

happened in three months, the growth in online retail 

since COVID-19 start and the growth in “customer 

journey” made the new attitude of the consumers clear. 

This means rethinking how to connect with consumers 

for B2C companies, and how to change also the busi-

ness relation, and related processes, in B2B context. 

Customers (from now with customers we include both 

end user consumers and B2B customers) will proba-

bly buy through multiple channels, partly as they di-

versify their supply bases so as to maximize security 

of supply, and partly as they make more use of online 

shopping so as to minimize face-to-face exposure to 

potential wealth risk. As consumers continue to “use” 

and “remain” digital, post-crisis expectations for digital 

experiences will continue to increase. Opportunities, 

users experience, and accountability will be table sta-

kes. Based on the previous assumption, intelligence (in 

terms of customers’ behaviors) and empathy will beco-

me the market position differentiators. Digital trust will 

be more critical than ever. Organizations need to pre-

pare for the future of digital engagement versus digital 

transactions. The speed at which companies build and 

deploy these capabilities may become a source of com-

petitive advantage and the degree to which they can 

sustain them may become a source of cost efficiency. 

Last, but not least, visibility and analytics will be es-

sential for companies to focus efforts, drive scenario 

planning and rapidly respond to changing consumer de-

mand. In this situation, some companies have launched 

new Analytics/Business Intelligence projects or have 

moved quickly to accelerate their digital transformation 

programs.

OPPORTUNITIES 
& RECOMMENDATIONS

The actual market condition linked with the new custo-

mer behavior increase the level of difficult to predict 

the long-term aggregate demand. The next normal is 

likely to involve quite different patterns and priorities 

in what customers are demanding. In turn, industry will 

mirror those differences. Businesses, and their supply 

chains, will need to be agile and responsive. How? On 

one hand, companies need to improve and integra-

te their value chain processes, creating flexibility and 

adapting to this next normal, on the other hand, they 

need to reshape their internal operations, supporting 

the new way in which the sales teams will work. 

Rethinking the go-to-market models is now neces-

sary and emphasis on customer experience is crucial.

A -  Demand Management in the next normal

We are moving from an era marked by an emphasis on 

cost efficiency in the overall value chain, including de-

mand management, to an era marked by an emphasis 

for resilience and partnerships. Companies need to 

implement a next-normal demand management model. 

Changes in consumer behavior, increased demand vo-

latility from unpredictable events, and new norms will 

make market visibility essential. To excel in this con-

stantly changing environment, companies need to de-

velop a flexible organization with a digitally empowered 

and upskilled workforce. Encourage continuous innova-

tion is also necessary. 

To achieve this goal, companies should establish a 

strong technology ecosystem, including state-of-the-

art digital platforms and infrastructures, collaboration 

models with an extended partner ecosystem to drive 

innovation in demand management. Next normal de-

mand processes will be end-to-end connected and, 

where is possible self-orchestrated; all relevant internal 

functions and external partners will be integrated and 

connected using one common data platform. Data will 

be available continuously throughout the supply chain 

ecosystem, giving partners near-real-time and simul-

taneous access to relevant information and enabling 
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optimized and informed decision-making, leveraging 

also Artificial Intelligence solutions. Data transparency 

across this ecosystem allows for synchronized demand 

and supply planning, as well as connected and transpa-

rent logistics networks. Companies shold also adjust 

ramp-up speed even on a daily basis, checking opera-

tions and supplier readiness as well as anticipating cu-

stomer demand (see Figure 2).

 Figure 2: Overview of AI in the supply chain (Source: Elaborated by the 

authors)

In addition, companies should use dynamic demand 

management segmentation to be more custom-

er-centric across multiple channels and optimize their 

cost-to-serve at the same time. Demand management 

segmentation is the design and operation of distinctly 

different end-to-end value chains, characterized by a 

whole range of potential attributes, from suppliers to 

customers (see Figure 3). Companies can use advan-

ced AI tools to adjust and configure a higher number of 

segments dynamically that allows to enhance both 

customer service and profitability. For example, as 

demand for customized products increases, dynamic 

and AI-enabled demand management segmentation 

also helps companies juggle a greater number of incre-

asingly granular value chain segments, each of which 

includes a highly diverse product portfolio.

Figure 3: Evolution of demand management segmentation (Source: Ela-

borated by the authors)

To effectively get benefits, companies need to integra-

te data into the demand management data network. 

By recording a wider range of types of data on custo-

mer behavior in real-time and using machine learning 

to analyze patterns, forecasting is more predictive and 

accurate. In order to reach finally a demand sensing mo-

del.

Supply chain becomes an integral part of business 

transformation and a source of real competitive ad-

vantage (see Figure 4).

Figure 4: Overview of a connected and autonomous supply chain ecosy-

stem (Source: Elaborated by the authors)

After establishing transparency along their end-to-end 

value chain, the next step is implementing a closed-

loop and integrated planning (see Figure 5). Planning 

should be synchronized real-time with execution, inte-

grate all the partners, and enable continuous optimi-

zation. Advanced planning makes operations more re-

sponsive, efficient, and integrated. 
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Figure 5: Overview of closed-loop integrated planning (Source: Elabora-

ted by the authors)

These approaches include integration of customer 

and supplier ecosystem data into the planning pro-

cess and integration of volume and financial data across 

the entire planning phase. Cross-functional long-term 

planning (integrated business planning) and collabora-

tion required a direct link between the planning and the 

execution layers. These approaches are helping compa-

nies maintain a balance between demand and supply. 

Once companies achieve transparency over their sup-

ply chains, all planning activities, including production 

planning, capacity planning, inventory planning and di-

stribution planning, can be connected to execution.

Figure 6:  Example of Demand Planning Processes (Source: Elaborated 

by the authors)

When volume and financial forecasts are part of one 

integrated plan, operational information can help plan-

ners adjust strategic and tactical plans, for example, 

around seasonal promotions, sales growth and targets, 

or possible new locations. We suggest establishing and 

strengthening a “control tower” capability to guaran-

tee the end-to-end control flow within the overall value 

chain.

B -  Rethink the go-to-market model

Considering the floating demand, the pathways for 

companies to respond vary from business to business, 

based on geographic area, industry, and size, among the 

other factors. However, the following elements could 

be considered the main pillars that are common for all 

companies. 

1. Rediscover the customers 

 and think about their prospects

The way how customer approaches procurement re-

quirement is changing completely. In response, leaders 

are pioneering innovative ways of managing custom-

ers’ needs and requirements while reimagining the 

post-crisis future. Companies react proactively rea-

ching out with empathetic, custom messaging and ma-

king concerted efforts to transform customer needs 

into value-driven solutions. 

How to react: In this context, companies should re-

discover their customers, meet their new needs and 

continuously delight them. It is necessary to create re-

al-time customer view: sales managers have visibility 

and are engaged to monitor the seller activity. They 

should drive proactive outreach and target the right 

customer with the right and tailored message. They 

should also maintain consistency across marketing, ser-

vice and channel partners using an effective blend of 

digital, virtual and in-person interactions. It is also ne-

cessary to align sellers with advanced origination skills 

to the most important prospect and customer relation-

ships. Companies should proactively solicit and ana-

lyze feedback from customers and their go-to-market 

teams, measure the results and infuse their customer 

campaigns with insightful KPIs. They should respond 

with agility, executing changes based on the customer 

response by segment, industry and channel and choo-

sing leads wisely.

It is also crucial to consider that prospect customer 

now holds the key to company’s success. For this re-

ason, companies should know how prospect customer 

is faring in order to focus on the deals that will be pro-

bably won. It is also important to consider offering a 

temporary discount or deferred payment option; this 

will be worth for the long term prospect loyalty.
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2. Rethink the business model closer the 

 customers and rethink the sales workforce

Manufacturers are planning to move their operations 

and rethink their business model closer to their cus-

tomers. Indirect channels are no more enough to meet 

customer needs. As with retailers, the distribution and 

wholesale channels will likely also struggle to mana-

ge inventory levels and the capability to release more 

confident available to promise (ATP) dates. Increasing 

dropship and inventory on demand capabilities will al-

low all companies to take direct control of the relation-

ship, where is possible, taking advantage of new dis-

tribution models.

Now is the time on demand management, to unlock 

the powerful potential of tech-driven marketing, 

sales, and service platforms. These insight-driven 

automated innovations improve usability and deliver 

hyper-relevant insights to empower the sales teams to 

act swiftly on crucial opportunities. At the same time, 

they also enable extended account teams and leader-

ship to collaborate better together. 

How to react: Companies can protect their customer 

relationships by taking end-to-end, clean-sheet views 

of their future value chains to secure competitive-

ness managing in a new way market disintermediation 

where required by the business model. 

Companies should ensure that the commerce expe-

rience is more than a transaction engine for goods 

and services: it needs to appropriately represent the 

brand position and what the company stands for as a 

business. Companies should establish a responsive lis-

tening through omnichannel solutions, analyzing cu-

stomers’ data, and increasing customers satisfaction by 

acting on real-time predictive information. Exploiting 

now this omnichannel approach, businesses will be able 

to adapt and connect activities to customers continuou-

sly. The companies should continually scan the horizon 

for changes in demand management across relevant 

regions and/or local markets, in order to be in the con-

dition to respond on different customers’ requirements 

in terms of products and related services, where the bu-

siness justifies this approach.

Companies should also build creative cross-functional 

teams to pioneer new service offerings and enhance-

ments; embrace an agile innovate-test-learn-refine ap-

proach. They should create customized commercial 

teams, made up by sellers, negotiators, and finance 

specialists to govern critical deal terms, managing the 

exposure, targeting commercial interventions, antici-

pating new commercial realities, developing scenarios 

planning. Companies should create true customer 

visibility, designating their marketing, sales, and ser-

vice platforms as a combined single source of market 

demand. Employing a range of digital and analytics 

solutions, including Industry 4.0 solutions can help to 

achieve this objective. They should also guide the sale-

sforce, embedding AI capabilities in their sales platform 

to focus their sales teams on higher probability, higher 

value opportunities in markets that are demonstrating 

early crisis recovery. In addition, they should equip 

sales teams with a dynamic dashboard and with 

smarter tools. This will help them seize opportunities 

at the right moment, simplifying the digital experience, 

enabling seamless data capture and increasing quality. 

It is also important to structure leadership oversight to 

drive outcomes from enhanced visibility, collaboration 

and reporting cadence. 

The focus moving forward must be on building an 

adaptive, future-ready workforce and culture.

3. Reshape the go-to-market models 

 and exploit digital channel

In this dynamic context, several opportunities are emer-

ging, including new go-to-market models that increase 

the importance of digital and remote sales. This sud-

den usage of digital channels, including e-commerce 

platforms, must be supported, especially because the 

shift from in-person sales could be permanent. In the 

next normal the ability to create tailored pricing strat-

egies for each customer and an agile approach will be 

crucial.

Also, researching suppliers is increasingly realized 

through digital channels: web sites of suppliers, online 

materials from them, and live chats were rated the most 

valuable resources.

The majority of companies known the importance of 

digital channels and stated that they were somewhat 

or very likely to sustain the changes for 12 months or 
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longer (see Figure 7). If this holds true, companies will 

resolve to embed digital and remote sales options along 

the entire customer decision journey.

Figure 7: Transition to virtual sales model and importance of digital. 

(Source: McKinsey)2. 

How to react: Digital commerce has not been a pri-

mary driver of business and many companies are rea-

lizing that their digital channels and platforms are not 

equipped for facing the changes in demand. They need 

to build a scalable digital commerce presence, to su-

stain their capability to know the market requirements.

Although each company must develop a go-to-market 

model unique to its circumstances and customer base, a 

strong approach to improve digital and remote sales 

will typically include the following steps:

• Analyze: Companies should conduct a fact-based 

customer segmentation that considers economi-

cs and preferences within each group. Companies 

should establish a “Commerce Control Tower” 

and conduct a Marketing ROI assessment to opti-

mize channel mix and redeploy investments.

• Project: In this phase, companies define the right 

go-to-market model for each segment. The model 

should consider direct channels and indirect chan-

nels, building omnichannel and  

• ecommerce capabilities to defend and extend 

market share. Companies must also map employe-

es to new roles and determine their territories, 

account coverage, and revenue goals. In tandem, 

they should ensure that their performance-man-

agement approach, organizational capabilities, 

systems, and tools are appropriate. It is crucial to 

re-establish demand visibilities and KPIs; this will 

allow teams to focus on the more immediate and 

critical bottlenecks.

• Implement: On one hand, communication to all key 

workforce about changes in roles, accounts and 

KPIs is very important. On the other hand, compa-

nies need also to communicate changes to custo-

mers and create transition plans. Only after having 

realized these activities, the new go-to-market mo-

del should be scale up.

• Maintain: Companies should regularly check in 

with customers to ensure that they have a quality 

experience during the transition. Adherence to the 

new model and strong performance management 

are crucial. A lot of surveys published highlight 

that Digital Customer Experience is one of the 

key themes that executives are likely to pursue 

long term (2021+) (see Figure 8). Digital Customer 

Experience means leveraging technology to impro-

ve the way businesses engage, transact with and 

support customers and influencers both pre- and 

post-transaction. As shown in the chart, across five 

key industrial subsectors, 38% managers are plan-

ning to increase their investments in digital custo-

mer experience.

Figure 8: Respondents that plan to increase digital investment post-CO-

VID-19 (2021+) (Source: LEK)3
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CONCLUSIONS

The need of adapting to the changes is characterizing 

the post-pandemic world. The demand is more dynamic, 

the behavior and the needs of the costumers are diffe-

rent. To face these challenges, manufacturers should 

create end-to-end visibility along the whole value chain 

and understand the real preferences of the customers.

Therefore, next normal demand management should 

be flexible and resilient; an ecosystem data platform 

will standardize and integrate data coming from diffe-

rent sources, giving visibility, and allowing to create a 

structured business ecosystem. In this context, it will 

be possible to exploit AI solutions that increase tran-

sparency, improve planning, and enhance logistics flows 

also to protect climate change. Dynamic demand mana-

gement segmentation allows to enhance customer ser-

vices and to make the company more customer centric. 

In this way, forecasting can become more accurate 

and predictive and supply chain could be considered 

as a real source of competitive advantage. Demand 

planning and management will be clearly optimized.

Companies should also create an omnichannel ap-

proach which allows to be closer to the customers, 

to better understand their needs and requirements in 

terms of products and related services and then, to per-

sonalize the messages and the offerings. The sales wor-

kforce and the whole ecosystem should collaborate, 

and they should be provided with dynamic dashboards 

and smart tools improving the visibility. Appropriate 

KPI and feedback analysis are key factors for compa-

nies. Building an adaptive, future-ready workforce 

and culture will be necessary. In reconfiguring and 

extending products, services, partnerships, and ecosy-

stems, businesses which have already invested in digital 

commerce sales tools will likely have strong advanta-

ges. New go-to-market models allow the explosion 

of digital channels, including e-commerce platforms. 

These channels lead to tailored pricing strategies for 

each customer and to an agile approach that accelerate 

product innovation. In COVID-19 period was touched 

the importance of these news digital tools for suppor-

ting digital experience and for improving digital engage-

ment. A fact-based customer segmentation, establi-

shed through the exploitation of the commerce control 

tower, is the first step to exploit digital tools in serving 

the demand. Choosing the appropriate go-to-market 

approach for each segment and exploiting omnichan-

nel strategies strengthen the ability of the company in 

managing the next normal demand. Deeper focus on 

digital customer experience makes clear one time 

more that commerce experience is more than a tran-

saction engine for goods and services.

In the end, companies should understand the changes 

in customers’ behavior and fluctuations of the de-

mand, in order to serve customers better than com-

petitors, ensuring sales and future loyalty. Visibility 

and integration along the whole supply chain allow to 

anticipate customers’ requires and potential changes; 

digital channels, AI solutions, commerce control tower 

and omnichannel approaches allow to customize the 

offerings and to serve the customers with the right pro-

ducts or services, in the right moment and in the right 

way, increasing their customer experience.
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